The Relationship between Inclusive Education Policy with Teachers’ Attitude to Children with Special Needs at Inclusive School
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Abstract: The aim of this study is to know the relationship between teachers’ understanding to inclusive education policy with teachers’ attitude to children with special needs at inclusive school in Pati. According to the aim, this study used correlational quantitative approach. The subject of this study were 40 teachers of inclusive school in Pati. The sampling technique used was simple random sampling technique. The data collection technique used was likert model scale instrument. The analysis result indicates the hypothesis is accepted, it means that there is a significant relation between the understanding of inclusive education policy with the teachers’ attitude to children with special needs by value of 2,860 > 2,061 (>) and significant value of < 0,05 (0,007 < 0,05). Correlation coefficiency value (R) of this study is 0,421. It means that relationship between teachers’ understanding to inclusive education policy with teachers’ attitude to children with special needs in Pati has a fairly strong relationship. The percentage of the influence of contribution which has understanding of inclusive education policy to the teachers’ attitude to children with special needs is 17,7% which indicates by determination coefficient () of 0,177, meanwhile the rest of 82,3% is influenced by other not examined factors.
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INTRODUCTION

Every human being need education to develop themselves as nature intelligence. There are no exceptions to educational needs for anyone, including children with special needs. Equal rights for children with special needs in education with regular children can be find in inclusive education system. The implementation of government policy related to inclusive education is written in Peraturan Menteri Pendidikan Nasional (Permenterinknas) No. 70 year of 2009.

The meaning of inclusive education described by Ilahi (2013) as an education system which conduct opened service for anyone with strong will to develop their potential. The realization of inclusive education is as inclusive school. Inclusive school is a formal education which in its implementation do not compare students with one another, all children with special needs, children who hampered in accessing quality education, or regular children can access the same education service (Mudjito et al., 2014). In conclusion, inclusive school is a school that perform educational and learning service for children with special needs in combined class with regular children regardless of the obstacles they have.

As the development of educational system, many regular school designated as inclusive school administrators. However, it is very unfortunate because the establishment of this policy has not been accompanied by the readiness of teachers to deal with students in inclusive classes. This is in line with Salamah (2015) research about teacher readiness to deal with children with special needs in Pojok Elementary School of Sleman which show the lack of teacher readiness in handling. For example, teacher who has problem in preparing individualized program for children with special needs, negative attitude to special needs children by does not provide guidance when there is a class assignment, or provide evaluation technique to them is incorrect. Whereas, the teacher’s attitude to children with special needs can be influenced directly or indirectly from how teachers prepare their readiness to provide education and learning for them.

According to Udhiyanasari (2019) about teacher’s attitude to children with special needs in inclusive school which showed not too well attitude, such as labelling them as naughty and feeling not able to teach them with their negative attitude. Other study by Setianingsih (2018) explain that the tendency of education staff or teachers in schools providing inclusive education to be unable to understand and accept positively the existence of ABK so that there are still negative expressions and ultimately lead to discriminatory attitudes from teachers towards children with special needs.

In study of Elisa and Wrastari (2013) describe that one of the elements in shaping attitude is knowledge, which related to teachers’ understanding to inclusive concept that affect to learning activity in classroom.
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**TAble 2. The Result of Linier Regression Test**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Model</th>
<th>Sum of Square</th>
<th>df</th>
<th>Mean Square</th>
<th>F</th>
<th>Sig</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Regression</td>
<td>907.854</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>907.853</td>
<td>8.178</td>
<td>.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Residual</td>
<td>4218.546</td>
<td>38</td>
<td>111.014</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Total</td>
<td>5126.400</td>
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<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Predictors: (Constant), Understanding

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Tabel 1. Simple Linier Regression Test</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Summary Model*</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Predictors: (Constant), Understanding</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Dependent Variable: Attitude</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 1:

**Tabel 1. Simple Linier Regression Test**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Model</th>
<th>R Square</th>
<th>Adjusted R Square</th>
<th>Std. Error of the Estimate</th>
<th>Durbin-Watson</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>.421*</td>
<td>.177</td>
<td>.155</td>
<td>10.53634</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
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the understanding variable and the attitude variable is 0.421 or it is included in the medium category because it is almost close to 1. Furthermore, the coefficient of determination or R square is found to be 0.177, meaning that 17.7% of teachers’ attitudes towards children with special needs can be explained using variables teacher’s understanding of inclusive education policy.

In Table 2, the significance value is 0.007, which means Sig. < 0.05, then the regression equation model based on the research data can be said to be feasible or meet the criteria.

DISCUSSION

The data analysis result of the relation between inclusive education policy understanding with teachers’ attitude to children with special needs at inclusive school in Pati carry out that the first hypothesis is accepted which there is a significant relation between understanding of inclusive education policy with teachers’ attitude to children with special needs. The value of correlation coefficient in this study is 0.421. It means that the relation strength between understanding variable and attitude variable is in medium category. Furthermore, based on F test and T test carried out that the significance level as 0.007 in this study. So, it can be concluded that there is influence from understanding variable to attitude variable in positive and significant ways. The R square value or determination coefficient (KD) in this study is 0.177 or 17.7%. It means that the understanding variable influence the attitude variable as 17.7%. This research result supported by study conducted by Elisa et al., (2013) which explain that teachers’ understanding factor to inclusive concept is one of factors which plays a very important role in shaping teacher attitudes. This is in line with Tarnoto (2016) study, one of problems faced by inclusive education administrative school is the lackness of teachers’ understanding about children with special needs and inclusive school which then influence the teacher in difficulties on the learning process. Similar with study by Islam et al., (2019) which most elementary school in bangladesh not clearly understand about inclusive education that makes teachers not able enough to prepare the learning for children with special needs and difficult to create inclusive environment in class.

As known before, comprehension according to Sudijono (2013) who cite the conclusion from Bloom is someone ability to understand or comprehend something that already known, and able to see from various perspective. Thus, when someone can understand something well, he can be wiser and respond to things more objectively.

As explained by Fadhilah et al., (2016) that understanding give significant influence to someone’s attitude, either positively or negatively. Good understanding tend to show good attitude and vice versa, not good understanding will significancy influence in negative attitude. In Finlandia, where most classroom teachers and subject teachers have less accepting attitude to inclusive education idea (Saloviita, 2018).

Attitude itself has some forming factors, in Elisa and Wrastari (2013) describe the factors as attitude forming namely teachers’ background, view to children with special needs, teachers’ type, class level, teachers’ believe, socio-political view, teachers’ empathy, gender, experience in teaching children with special needs, experience in contact with children with special needs, training, understanding, teachers’ learning needs, sources supports, family and parents support, and school system. Of the many factors that shape teachers’ attitudes towards inclusive education itself, understanding is one of the factors that can bring out other factors.

CONCLUSION

Based on the data analysis result and discussion, refers to formulated hypothesis and trust level of 95% (α=0.05)), it can be concluded that there is significant relation between understanding of inclusive education policy with teachers’ attitude to children with special needs at inclusive school in Pati.

Theoretically, understanding as one factor that influence someone’s attitude in things, so it is important to evaluate the implementation of existing inclusive education policy. To find out how well the existing policies have been understood by each related component, the teacher’s attitude towards children with special needs, one of which is influenced by the teacher’s understanding of inclusive education policy is very important for the implementation of inclusive education learning in the classroom.
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